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Quasirelativistic theory of magnetic shielding constants based on the Douglas–Kroll–Hess
transformation of the magnetic potential presented in a previous paper is extended to molecular
systems that contain heavy elements. The gauge-including atomic orbital method is adapted to the
quasirelativistic Hamiltonian to allow origin-independent calculations. The present theory is applied
to the proton and halogen magnetic shielding constants of hydrogen halides and the 199Hg magnetic
shielding constants and chemical shifts of mercury dihalides and methyl mercury halides. While the
relativistic correction to the magnetic interaction term has little effect on the proton magnetic
shielding constants, this correction is a dominant origin of the heavy atom shifts of the magnetic
shielding constants of heavy halogens and mercury. The basis set-dependence of mercury shielding
constants is quite large in the relativistic calculation; it is important to use the basis functions that
are optimized by the relativistic method to properly describe the relativistic effect. The relativistic
correction to the magnetic interaction term is quite important for mercury dihalides in which the
relativistic effects from mercury and halogen are strongly coupled. Without this correction, we
obtain quite incorrect results. The origin of the 199Hg chemical shifts in mercury dihalides is the
spin–orbit interaction from heavy halogens. In methyl mercury halides, the paramagnetic shielding
term as well as the spin–orbit interaction from heavy halogens dominates the 199Hg chemical shifts.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1528934#
I. INTRODUCTION
Since chemistry deals with various combinations of
more-than-one-hundred elements in the periodic table, the
basic theory of chemistry should be able to be seamlessly
applicable to all such combinations of elements. For this pur-
pose the Schro¨dinger picture alone is insufficient and we
have to rely on the relativistic picture based on the Dirac
equation. The relativistic effect becomes more and more im-
portant as the system includes heavier and heavier elements.1
Although rigorous relativistic treatment of molecules
should be based on the four-component Dirac theory,2 a for-
midable computational cost originating from an explicit cal-
culation of the small component still limits its application to
small molecules. Quasirelativistic ~QR! theories, on the other
hand, like those based on the Douglas–Kroll–Hess ~DKH!
transformation3–6 and the regular approximation,7–10 can be
considered as a natural extension of the nonrelativistic
Schro¨dinger equation, and are widely accepted as computa-
tional tools in relativistic quantum chemistry.
Properties of atoms and molecules, especially magnetic
properties, fairly strongly reflect the relativistic
effect.22–26,28–33 For calculating such properties, the pertur-
bation method that takes into account the relativistic effect
on the electrostatic11,12 and magnetic properties13–15 has been
presented within the framework of the DKH approximation.
These studies concluded that the perturbation operators must
be treated within the DKH approximation, i.e., the effect of
the so-called ‘‘picture change’’ of the operators16 has to be
taken into account for accurate calculations.
The magnetic shielding constant, in particular its elec-
tronic mechanism, is essentially the property of the reso-
nance atom.17,18 Representing the relativistic effect with the
one-electron or effective one-electron operators is a good
approximation because this effect is mainly caused by the
strong attraction potential of the nucleus.19 In this sense, the
relativistic effect on the magnetic shielding constant of a
resonance atom can be considered to originate from two
sources. One is the relativistic effect from the atom that is
bonded to the resonance atom, and the other is the relativistic
effect from the resonance atom itself. The importance of both
effects was first recognized by semiempirical works. Mor-
ishima, Endo, and Yonezawa found that the proton magnetic
shielding constant of hydrogen halides was strongly affected
by the spin–orbit ~SO! interaction, which is one of the rela-
tivistic effects of halogens.20 Pyykko¨ and co-workers found
out that the Pb magnetic shielding constant of PbH3
2 was
significantly increased by considering the relativistic effect.21
The heavy atom shift due to the SO interaction of the
bonding heavy element was extensively studied in this labo-
ratory using the ab initio SO-UHF method.22–26 These stud-
ies revealed that the origin of the ‘‘normal halogen
dependence’’27 lies in the SO effect of the heavy halogen.
The importance of the SO interaction for chemical shifts is
now well recognized through these studies. Several studies
using ab initio method28,29 have been carried out to provide a
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theoretical prediction of the magnetic shielding constants of
molecules that include heavy elements.
The relativistic effect from the resonance atom itself has
not been studied as well. The strong relativistic effect from a
heavy resonance atom requires proper treatment of the spin-
free relativistic ~SFR! effect, the SO interaction, and the
magnetic perturbation term.13–15 Although the zeroth order
regular approximation ~ZORA! has been successfully used to
study the magnetic shielding constants of molecules that in-
clude heavy elements,30,31 similar application of the DKH
approximation is still limited. Studies using the DKH ap-
proximation were carried out by Ballard et al.32 and Fukui
and Baba.33 While these studies considered the relativistic
effect on the unperturbed Hamiltonian, the magnetic pertur-
bation remained in a nonrelativistic form. Due to our recent
studies,13,14 the relativistic correction on the magnetic pertur-
bation cannot be neglected for the magnetic shielding con-
stants of heavy elements. The so-called ‘‘picture change’’
effect11,12 must be considered by applying the DKH transfor-
mation to an external magnetic field.15
In this study, we apply the quasirelativistic theory of
magnetic shielding constants based on the DKH method that
we proposed previously15 to molecular systems. We examine
the relativistic effect on the magnetic shielding constants and
chemical shifts of molecules that include heavy elements. A
theory that does not depend on the choice of the gauge-origin
is necessary for studying the magnetic shielding constants of
molecules. We use London’s gauge-included atomic orbitals
~GIAOs! ~Refs. 34 and 35! in this study. The generalized-
UHF ~GUHF! wave function13–15 is used to describe the SO
interaction and the spin-dependent magnetic response of the
wave function. We extend the GUHF finite perturbation ~FP!
theory22,36 for the magnetic shielding constant to adapt the
GIAO formalism, and propose the GIAO-FP-QR-GUHF
method.
First, we apply the GIAO-FP-QR-GUHF method to the
magnetic shielding constants of hydrogen halides. These
molecules have been extensively studied with several levels
of relativistic theories.22,28,29,37,38 We compared our results
with the four-component results reported by Visscher et al.38
The dominant part of the relativistic effect on the magnetic
shielding constants of proton in hydrogen halides is due to
the SO interaction;22 however, both of the spin-dependent
and spin-free relativistic effects and the picture change effect
influence the magnetic shielding constants of heavy halo-
gens.
Next, we address 199Hg magnetic shielding constants and
chemical shifts of mercury dihalides. To investigate the rela-
tivistic effect on heavy elements, it is important to use the
basis functions that can adequately describe the relativistic
effect. In hydrogen halides, we use uncontracted even- tem-
pered basis functions. However, such a large set of basis
functions limits the application of the theory to small sys-
tems. We propose as a relativistic basis function the con-
tracted well-tempered Gaussian basis function39 with relativ-
istic SCF coefficients. The well-tempered basis function has
a sufficient range of exponents to describe the relativistic
wave function. The exponent parameters for almost all of the
elements in the periodic table are available. Moreover, their
shared exponent feature is advantageous for calculating mo-
lecular properties. For the heavy atom shift of Hg as a heavy
atom, it is important to use the basis functions optimized
with relativistic theory. If we neglect the relativistic effects
on the magnetic interaction and the picture change effect for
HgI2 or HgBr2 in which the relativistic effects from Hg and
halogens are coupled, the theory would lead to quite incor-
rect results. In mercury compounds, the origin of the 199Hg
chemical shifts is paramagnetic shielding and the Fermi-
contact terms. The present theory can adequately explain the
trend of the chemical shifts of the molecules including heavy
elements, and provides a good starting point for a more ac-
curate theory that includes electron correlation effects.
II. THEORY
The basic quasirelativistic theory used in the present
study is given in Ref. 15 ~referred to as ‘‘Paper I’’ below!, in
which the DKH Hamiltonian within a magnetic field was
formulated and written as
H5(j ~E j1V j
eff1H j




is the kinetic energy operator and V j
eff represents the effective
scalar potential that includes the spin-free and SO
interaction,5,6
V j
eff5K j~V j1R jpjV jpjR j!K j
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The vector potential from the uniform magnetic field B and
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where
G jA5E wA~RA!urj2Ru dR . ~8!
Here, rjd5rj – d is the position vector from the arbitrary
gauge-origin d. wA represents the distribution of the nuclear
magnetic moment.40 The Gaussian nucleus model41–43 is
used in this study.
The magnetic shielding tensor of nucleus A in tu com-







If we consider the change of picture effect for magnetic per-
turbation, the Hellmann–Feynman theorem holds for the
quasirelativistic Hartree–Fock SCF wave function11,12 for
the derivatives with respect to mA ,u ; and thus the magnetic
shielding tensor can be written in the form22
sA ,tu5(j
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The explicit forms of H (0,0), H (1,0), H (0,1), and H (1,1) are
given in Paper I. The GUHF wave function45,46 is used to
describe spin-dependent properties. The GUHF orbital is








with the complex molecular orbital ~MO! coefficients C, and
spin function v5a or b. The MO coefficients and the orbital
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Superscript ~0! represents the solutions without a magnetic




















The matrix elements of one-electron integrals are written as
^xnv8uh (0,0)uxlv&5^xnu~Ep1VSF!uxl&dv8v
1^xnv8uVSOuxlv&, ~17!
where VSF and VSO are the spin-free and SO parts of Veff,
respectively. The two-electron integral includes electron re-
pulsion and two-electron SO interaction as
~xnv8xlvuV12uxrt8xst!5S E dr1dr2xn~r1!xl~r1! 1r12 xr~r2!xs~r2! D dvv8dtt8
2
1
4c2 (t5x ,y ,z F S E dr1dr2xn~r1!xl~r1! ~ l12t 12l21t !r123 xr~r2!xs~r2!D ~v8us tuv!dtt8
1S E dr1dr2xn~r1!xl~r1!~ l21t 12l12t !
r21
3 xr~r2!xs~r2!D dvv8~t8us tut!G . ~18!
The overlap integral is given by
Snl
v8v5^xnuxl&dv8v . ~19!
To calculate magnetic shielding tensor, the response of
the MOs with respect to uniform magnetic field B is neces-
sary. We adapt the finite perturbation ~FP! theory22,36 for the
GUHF-SCF equations where a small amount of finite mag-
netic perturbation Bt is applied in the SCF procedure. To
allow gauge-origin-independent calculations for magnetic
properties, we use GIAO functions,34,35 which are defined by
xn
(B)5expF2 i2 ~B3~Rn2d!!rGxn , ~20!
where xn is the usual real AO function that is centered at Rn .
The GUHF-MO under the magnetic field perturbation is
given by the GIAO basis as
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@~ f t ,nl(1,0)~r1!xnv8xlvuV12uxrtxst8!1~xnv8xlvuV12u f t ,rs(1,0)~r2!xrtxst8!
2~ f t ,nl(1,0)~r1!xnv8xst8uV12uxrtxlv!2~xnv8xst8uV12u f t ,rs(1,0)~r2!xrtxlv!#Drstt8~Bt!. ~25!
The overlap integral also includes the magnetic field as
Snl
(Bt)v8v5^ f t ,nl(1,0)xnuxl&dv8v . ~26!
The gauge-factor is defined by35
f t ,nl(1,0)~r!52
i
2 @~Rn2Rl!3r# t . ~27!
Equations ~22!–~27! summarize the GIAO-FP-QR-GUHF
procedure for magnetic shielding constants. It is easier to
extend a SCF program for the magnetic FP calculation at the
QR-GUHF level than to extend a nonrelativistic program,
because complex algebra is needed even without a magnetic
field due to the presence of the SO interaction. In the DKH
transformation,3–6 the evaluation of matrix elements is car-
ried out using the matrix transformation method and by
adopting the resolution of identity ~RI!.47 In the GIAO
method, additional gauge correction terms of the DKH trans-
formation arise in Eq. ~24!, due to the existence of the gauge
factor in Eq. ~27!. The gauge factor increases the angular
moment of the basis functions,35 and thus, we perform the
DKH transformation with a space that includes higher angu-
lar moment set as $x 1 rx%.




















In the FP theory, the differentiation of the density matrix is
carried out numerically. With a use of the finite field of Bt
51023 – 1024 ~a.u.!, the error introduced by numerical dif-
ferentiation is less than the present level of accuracy com-
pared to an analytical method. The first part in Eq. ~28! is the
diamagnetic shielding term, the second parts can be sepa-
rated into the spin-free paramagnetic shielding term and the
SO-induced shielding term.
III. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
As proposed in Paper I, we perform three different levels
of approximations for the quasirelativistic ~QR! Hamilto-
nians as follows:
~a! QR level 0 ~QR-0!: the DKH Hamiltonian with nonrel-
ativistic magnetic interaction H0
mag
,
HQR-05(j ~E j1V j
eff!1(j.k V jk1(j H0 j
mag
. ~29!
~b! QR level 1 ~QR-1!: the DKH Hamiltonian with the
first-order DKH magnetic interaction H1
mag and the
nonrelativistic diamagnetic shielding term,
HQR-15(j ~E j1V j




2c2 (j h j
(1,1)
. ~30!
~c! QR level 2 ~QR-2!: the DKH Hamiltonian with the




HQR-25(j ~E j1V j




The GIAO-FP-QR-GUHF method is used for all levels of the
QR calculations. The isotropic shielding constant, sN
5(sN ,xx1sN ,yy1sN ,zz)/3, is discussed. The chemical shift
dX of a molecule X is defined by dX5s ref2sX, where s ref is
the value of the reference molecule. The magnetic shielding
constant can be decomposed into a diamagnetic shielding
term, paramagnetic shielding term, Fermi contact term, and
spin-dipolar term;22 it can also be divided into the spin-free
term (sdia1spara) and the SO term,
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A. Magnetic shielding constants of hydrogen halides
Hydrogen halides ~HX! are the simplest molecular sys-
tem that clearly shows the relativistic effect on the magnetic
shielding constants. The chemical shift of this series of mol-
ecules is dominantly relativistic-effect origin, mainly the
spin–orbit effect.22 We apply our theory first to this system
as molecular applications. We use the basis sets that are the
same as those used by Visscher et al.38 in the four-
component relativistic RPA study. The basis sets for hydro-
gen, fluorine, and chlorine are the uncontracted cc-pVTZ sets
of Dunning and Woon.48,49 The basis sets for bromine and
iodine are, respectively, the even-tempered (23s16p12d3 f )
and (28s21p15d4 f ) sets of Visscher et al.38 Experimental
bond lengths, which were the same as those in Ref. 22, were
used.
Calculated shielding constants and their decomposition
into the spin-free term and SO term are summarized in Table
I. The results with a nonrelativistic ~NR! calculation and the
four-component calculation by Visscher et al.38 with relativ-
istic RPA are also shown. The proton magnetic shielding
constants of HX gives a typical example of the relativistic
effect by bonding heavy elements X. It has been well docu-
mented that the SO interaction of the heavy halogen in-
creases the magnetic shielding of proton.20,22,28,29 This SO
effect from the bonding halogen is the origin of the 1H
chemical shifts of hydrogen halides. The SFR effect does not
affect the proton shielding constants because the SFR effect
is rather local compared to the SO interaction.32,38 By com-
paring the QR-2 results with the QR-1 results, we can see
that the relativistic correction of the magnetic interaction
does not affect the shielding constants of hydrogen. Accord-
ing to these results, we can conclude that the SO interaction
is the dominant relativistic effect for the proton magnetic
shielding constants of hydrogen halides. The results with
QR-2 are about 1.7 and 1.1 ppm larger than the results with
the four-component method for iodide and bromide, respec-
tively. This discrepancy is thought to be a gauge-error: A
common gauge-origin was located at the halogen atom in the
four-component calculations. With this choice of origin, the
derivatives of hydrogen basis functions ~first-order basis
functions!50 are necessary to reduce the origin-dependence.
Tight p-functions that correspond to the derivatives of inner
s-functions should be added for hydrogen to reduce the
gauge-error of sSO.
The halogen magnetic shielding constant of HX shows
the heavy atom shielding due to the heavy atom itself. As we
pointed out in Paper I, the dominant origin of the heavy atom
shift of heavy atom ~HAHA! ~Ref. 21! effect is the relativ-
istic correction of the magnetic interaction, which is consid-
ered in the QR-1 and QR-2 approximations. The present re-
sults for HX are consistent with the HAHA mechanism
proposed in Paper I. The QR-0 approximation provides sSO
as a relativistic correction to the NR value. This correction is
important for heavy halides and is 14% and 3% of the total
values in iodide and bromide, respectively. However, this
correction in iodide is 34% of the total relativistic correction
that can be obtained by the four-component theory. Most of
the relativistic correction is attributed to sSO at the DKH
level that is considered by QR2. To reproduce the four-
component theory for the magnetic shielding constants of
heavy elements, we should consider the SO interaction and
the relativistic magnetic interaction. The QR-2 results are
98% and 96% of the four-component results in bromide and
iodide, respectively. Thus the QR-2 approximation underes-
timates the magnetic shielding constants of heavy halides in
comparison with the four-component results. This tendency
is different from the results of our previous study of noble
gas atoms in which the QR-2 values for Kr and Xe were
about 1.5% larger than the DHF values.15 In these cases, the
gauge-error should be small. This tendency can be explained
by the difference in the direction of the error of spara and
s~FC! in the QR-2 approximation. In noble gases, spara is
always positive, while spara is negative in halogens of hydro-
gen halides. s~FC! is positive in both cases. If we assume
that the QR-2 overestimates the absolute value of spara and
underestimates that of s~FC!, the errors from spara and
s~FC! may almost cancel in noble gases to give a small
positive error. In halogens, however, errors from spara and
s~FC! accumulate to give relatively large negative errors.
The magnetic shielding constant in the DHF is a single term,
and decomposition into spara and s~FC! as in a two-
component method is difficult. It is difficult to estimate the
accuracy of each decomposed term.
TABLE I. Proton and halogen magnetic shielding constants of hydrogen halides ~ppm!.
NR QR-0 QR-1 QR-2 4-comp.b
Nuca s total sdia1para sSO s total sdia1para sSO s total sdia1para sSO s total s total
HF H 28.09 28.44 0.17 28.61 28.06 0.17 28.23 28.17 0.17 28.34 27.87
HCl H 30.54 30.62 1.02 31.64 30.56 1.00 31.56 30.54 1.01 31.56 31.00
HBr H 30.74 30.72 6.44 37.17 30.72 6.41 37.13 30.71 6.43 37.15 36.08
HI H 31.15 30.95 18.62 49.57 30.93 18.56 49.49 30.95 18.77 49.72 47.98
HF F 416.8 415.3 0.6 415.9 420.1 10.5 430.6 414.0 9.4 423.4 423.3
HCl Cl 957.5 964.7 4.1 968.8 968.1 66.9 1035.0 956.7 62.3 1018.9 1020.1
HBr Br 2634.9 2679.3 75.6 2754.9 2738.5 541.8 3280.3 2630.2 534.7 3164.9 3224.6
HI I 4540.4 4631.8 761.8 5393.6 4910.2 1992.4 6902.6 4525.6 1983.0 6508.5 6768.4
aResonance nucleus.
bFour-component relativistic RPA calculation ~Ref. 38!.
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B. 199Hg chemical shifts
We calculated the 199Hg magnetic shielding constants of
HgX2 ~X5Cl, Br, and I! and HgXY ~X, Y 5 Me, Cl, Br, and
I!. The basis sets are Huzinaga–Dunning double-zeta set for
hydrogen,51,52 and Ahlrichs’ TZ set for carbon and chlorine;53
a single d-polarization function is added for each set.54 An
sp-diffuse function is also added for the chlorine set.54 For
heavy atoms, we use nonrelativistic and relativistic basis
functions. The nonrelativistic basis set for mercury is Huzi-
naga’s triple-zeta for valence orbitals and double-zeta for the
inner shell54 with two p-polarization functions,54 and the ba-
sis sets for bromine and iodine are Huzinaga’s set54 in the
same contraction as mercury with a single d-polarization
function and one sp-diffuse function.54 The relativistic basis
set is the well-tempered set of Huzinaga and Klobukowski39
in the relativistic contracted form. The contraction coeffi-
cients are determined by the QR-SCF calculations for atoms
with primitive functions. We use the segment contraction
scheme55,56 to keep the inner shell double-zeta and valence
quadruple-zeta. The innermost p shell for iodine and the p
and d shells for mercury are contracted in two different pat-
terns to describe the SO splitting of p1/2 and p3/2, or d3/2 and
d5/2 orbitals. The basis functions for other orbitals are con-
tracted by the spin-averaged QR-SCF coefficients. The
energy loss due to this contraction is ,500 mEh in each
atom. After contraction, the innermost four s primitives of
mercury are split to give more freedom for Fermi contact
interaction. One d-function was added for iodine and bro-
mine, and three p-functions for mercury generated from the
well-tempered scheme are added for polarization. The final
forms of the basis sets are (29s24p19d13f )/@18s15p8d3 f # ,
(28s23p18d)/@12s10p6d# , and (26s20p12d)/@10s8p5d#
for mercury, iodine, and bromine, respectively. The geom-
etries of molecules are due to the experimental one.57–59
The calculated magnetic shielding constants of HgX2
~X5Cl, Br, and I! with the NR, QR-1, and QR-2 theories are
summarized in Table II, where the total s is decomposed into
two terms: s calculated by the QR theory is decomposed into
the spin-free term and the SO term. Each term is further
decomposed into the core and valence orbital contributions.
Twenty-six electrons, including 5d and 6s electrons of mer-
cury, and the outermost s and p electrons of halogens, are
considered valence electrons. Total s is the sum of the core
and valence contributions.
The basis function dependence of the NR calculation is
about 20 ppm and mainly arises from the core orbital contri-
bution. The QR calculation significantly depends on the basis
functions. The choice of the basis functions affects the va-
lence orbital contribution as well as the core orbital contri-
bution. The SO effect from the heavy halogens cannot be
described using nonrelativistic basis functions. Therefore, the
high-field shifts observed in bromide and iodide cannot be
reproduced with the QR-1 and QR-2 approximations. It
seems that the QR-0 approximation with nonrelativistic basis
functions can reproduce such high-field shifts. However, the
results with the QR-0 approximation strongly depend on the
choice of basis functions. Using relativistic basis functions
with QR-0, the chemical shifts of heavy halides greatly over-
shoot the experimental values. In the calculations for noble
gases, we predicted that the QR-0 approximation contributes
to an error in the magnetic shielding constants of heavy at-
oms. The QR-0 approximation can not treat the responses of
orbitals to magnetic perturbations because it does not con-
sider the picture change effect for the magnetic vector poten-
TABLE II. 199Hg magnetic shielding constants of mercury dihalides and their orbital decomposition analysis ~ppm!.a
NR QR-0 QR-1 QR-2
Molecule Orbitalb s total sdia1para sSO s total sdia1para sSO s total sdia1para sSO s total
Nonrelativistic basis set
HgCl2 core 9303.2 10215.2 2115.2 10100.0 10638.1 2180.8 12818.9 9524.1 2112.7 11636.8
valence 21777.6 22114.6 294.4 1820.2 21802.9 98.8 21709.1 21809.5 100.0 21709.5
total 7525.6 8100.6 179.2 8279.8 8835.2 2274.6 11109.8 7714.6 2212.7 9927.3
HgBr2 core 9319.4 10221.2 82.0 10303.2 10649.3 2256.4 12905.7 9530.5 2188.3 11718.8
valence 21598.4 21875.7 1448.5 2427.2 21576.6 562.9 21013.6 21578.1 569.6 21008.5
total 7730.0 8345.5 1530.5 9876.0 9072.7 2819.3 11892.1 7952.4 2757.9 10710.3
HgI2 core 9267.4 10148.8 193.1 10341.9 10589.5 2303.2 12892.7 9470.5 2235.0 11705.5
valence 22033.8 22343.2 2385.4 42.2 21960.2 927.4 21032.8 21962.0 937.2 21024.8
total 7233.6 7805.6 2578.5 10384.1 8629.3 3230.6 11859.9 7508.5 3172.2 10680.7
Relativistic basis set
HgCl2 core 9159.2 10749.3 3243.2 13992.5 11465.5 6669.6 18135.1 9996.7 6429.0 16425.7
valence 21763.7 23550.2 2874.8 2675.4 22508.2 2195.0 22703 22523.5 38.9 22484.6
total 7395.5 7199.1 6118.0 13317.0 8957.3 6474.6 15431.9 7473.2 6467.9 13941.1
HgBr2 core 9166.9 10748.5 4291.5 15040.0 11460.8 6824.2 18285.0 10000.7 6569.3 16570.0
valence 21641.4 23474.9 23729.3 20254.4 22344.2 1462.2 2884.1 22375.7 2040.0 2335.7
total 7525.5 7273.6 28020.8 35294.3 9116.6 8286.4 17400.9 7625.0 8609.3 16234.3
HgI2 core 9101.8 10560.0 7863.4 18423.4 11364.3 7068.9 18433.2 9883.1 6885.7 16768.8
valence 22074.2 24387.9 42510.2 38122.3 22954.5 3738.8 784.3 22956.2 3738.8 782.6
total 7027.6 6172.1 50373.6 56545.6 8409.8 10807.7 19217.5 6926.9 10624.5 17551.4
aUnderlined value denotes the total magnetic shielding constant of the molecule in the approximation indicated.
bOrbital contribution of the magnetic shielding constant; ~total!5~core!1~valence!.
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tial. The delta function is explicitly involved in QR-0; thus,
s~FC! is strongly dependent on the basis function. The QR-0
approximation cannot be adopted in cases in which HAHA
and the SO are coupled. QR-1 tends to overestimate the con-
tribution of core orbitals. However, this error is canceled and
does not seriously affect the relative chemical shifts. Based
on the QR-2 calculation with relativistic basis functions, we
can clearly see that the HAHA effect expected in HgCl2 is
due to sSO from the core orbitals ~6420 ppm!. The origin of
the chemical shift is the valence orbital contribution; the
high-field shift of heavy halides originates from the SO in-
teraction of heavy halogens. This mechanism of the chemical
shift is similar to the proton chemical shift of hydrogen ha-
lides.
Table III gives the 199Hg magnetic shielding constants of
HgXY ~X, Y5Me, Cl, Br, and I! and their decomposition
analyses. The 199Hg chemical shift referenced to HgMe2 is
also presented. We previously studied the magnetic shielding
constant of HgMe2 .13 The present and previous calculations
~calculation level 5 in Ref. 13! differ as follows: First, the
basis functions are different. The present calculation uses
GIAO, while in the previous calculation a common gauge-
origin was located on the Hg atom. The previous calculation
corresponds to the QR-1 approximation of this paper, but
considered also some parts of the relativistic correction to the
diamagnetic term. The total shielding constant of HgMe2 in
the previous study is about 200 ppm larger than the present
result. This is mainly due to the QR-1 approximation. The
present result is more reliable than the previous one, but as
we have shown in the HgX2 results, the trend in the chemical
shift is not affected.
The correlations between the calculated and experimen-
tal chemical shifts are shown in Fig. 1. The calculated chemi-
cal shifts are in rather good agreement with the experimental
trend. The chemical shifts originate in the paramagnetic
shielding term and the Fermi contact term. The chemical
shifts originate in the paramagnetic shielding term and the
Fermi contact term. Table III also gives the axial and perpen-
dicular magnetic shielding tensor components and shielding
anisotropy (Ds5s i2s’). The perpendicular component is
origin of the chemical shifts. The paramagnetic shielding
term is closely related to the electronegativity of the
substituents.18 The Fermi contact shifts arise from the SO
interaction of halogens. We can see that the mechanism of
TABLE III. 199Hg magnetic shielding constants of mercury compounds and chemical shifts ~ppm!.
Magnetic shielding constant Chemical shiftc
NRa QR-2b dcalc.
Decomposition Decomposition
Molecule sdia spara s total sdia spara sSO ~SD! sSO ~FC! s total NRa QR-2b dexpt Solventd
Isotropic value
HgMe2 9719.4 23052.8 6666.6 9898.3 23834.3 2381.7 7089.9 12772.2 0.0 0.0 0 neat
HgMeCl 9719.4 22491.0 7228.4 9896.1 22830.0 2226.0 6417.3 13257.4 2561.8 2485.2 2814e CH2Cl2
HgMeBr 9720.1 22514.6 7205.5 9897.9 22970.1 2238.9 7036.6 13725.5 2538.9 2953.3 2915e CH2Cl2
HgMeI 9720.6 22699.7 7021.0 9900.1 23281.0 2313.3 7877.5 14183.3 2354.4 21411.1 21097e CH2Cl2
HgCl2 9717.0 22191.4 7525.6 9894.1 22421.0 2166.8 6634.6 13940.0 2859.0 21168.7 21549f THF
HgBr2 9719.3 21989.3 7729.9 9899.0 22274.0 2142.6 8751.9 16234.3 21063.3 23462.1 22209f THF
HgI2 9721.0 22487.5 7233.6 9903.7 22976.6 2286.2 10910.7 17551.6 2567.0 24779.4 23430f THF
Axial component (s i) Shielding anisotropy ~Ds!
HgMe2 9723.7 274.9 9648.8 9906.3 318.2 2363.7 6140.5 16001.2 4473.3 4843.6 7325655g liquid-crystal
HgMeCl 9725.2 245.1 9680.1 9908.5 433.0 2199.1 5953.7 16096.1 3677.5 4258.0 5535680g liquid-crystal
HgMeBr 9726.7 242.1 9684.6 9910.0 432.0 2208.3 5971.9 16105.6 3718.6 3570.0 54556100g liquid-crystal
HgMeI 9729.0 241.4 9687.6 9911.8 423.6 2230.1 5898.8 16004.1 4000.0 2731.1 54806300g liquid-crystal
HgCl2 9726.2 0.0 9726.2 9907.7 521.4 2128.1 5896.4 16197.4 3300.9 3384.7
HgBr2 9727.8 0.0 9727.8 9909.5 541.2 290.8 5772.6 16132.5 2996.8 2152.7
HgI2 9734.3 0.0 9734.3 9915.1 545.4 283.1 4703.0 15080.4 3751.1 23706.8
Perpendicular component (s’)
HgMe2 9717.2 24541.7 5175.5 9894.3 25910.6 2390.7 7564.6 11157.6
HgMeCl 9716.6 23713.9 6002.6 9889.9 24461.5 2239.4 6649.1 11838.1
HgMeBr 9716.8 23750.8 5966.0 9891.9 24671.1 2254.1 7569.0 12535.6
HgMeI 9716.5 24028.8 5687.6 9894.3 25133.3 2354.9 8866.9 13273.0
HgCl2 9712.4 23287.1 6425.3 9887.3 23892.2 2186.1 7003.7 12812.7
HgBr2 9715.0 22984.0 6731.0 9893.7 23681.6 2168.5 10241.6 16285.2
HgI2 9714.4 23731.2 5983.2 9898.0 24737.7 2387.7 14014.6 18787.2
aNonrelativistic calculation with nonrelativistic basis set.
bQuasirelativistic ~QR-2 approximation! calculation with relativistic basis set.
cReference molecule is HgMe2 .
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the chemical shift is similar to that for the carbon chemical
shift in methyl halides.22,28,29 The calculated results do not
show perfect quantitative agreement with the experimental
chemical shifts. The Hartree–Fock approximation cannot ad-
equately describe the difference between mercury–halogen
and mercury–carbon chemical bonds. This discrepancy may
be attributed to the electron correlation effect. The present
QR-2 approximation provides a good starting point for the
correlated methods. However, a consideration of the electron
correlation based on the QR-0 or NR approximation is mean-
ingless.
A series of 199Hg chemical shifts was studied theoreti-
cally by Wolff et al. using ZORA and DFT.30 Since their
calculation includes the electron correlation effect, their re-
sults show better agreement with experimental chemical
shifts than our results. However, the absolute shielding con-
stants with the ZORA-DFT method are smaller than those
with our method. The absolute shielding constant of HgMe2
with ZORA-DFT is 8019.99 ppm, which is 4752 ppm
smaller than our value. There is no difference between the
sdia and spara values obtained by the two methods. However,
the sSO with ZORA-DFT is 4250 ppm smaller than our
value. The observed chemical shift of Hg atom is 24638
ppm. Applying this value to the ZORA-DFT result, the ob-
tained absolute shielding constant of Hg atom with ZORA-
DFT is 12657.99 ppm. In contrast, the absolute shielding
constant calculated with our QR-2 method is 16667.1 ppm.
The difference in the chemical shift from the experimental
result is 788.1 ppm, and the electron correlation effect should
be around this value. Our QR-2 value ~16667.1 ppm! is con-
sistent with the DHF calculation for atoms. The absolute
shielding constant of Rn with the DHF method is 19162.9
ppm and that of Xe is 6957.8 ppm.15 The cause of the dif-
ference between the present result and the ZORA-DFT result
is unclear; however, the most likely reason is a difference in
the basis functions. The FC term in spin–spin coupling con-
stants with ZORA-DFT ~Ref. 63! is influenced by the addi-
tion of steep basis functions. The difference between the
ZORA and DKH methods is not clear.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have proposed a quasirelativistic theory
for the magnetic shielding constants and chemical shifts of
molecular systems. This theory is based on the DKH trans-
formation including a magnetic field that was proposed pre-
viously. We adapted the GIAO method for the finite pertur-
bation theory and the GUHF wave function. The present
GIAO-FP-QR-GUHF method was applied to the magnetic
shielding constants and chemical shifts of hydrogen halides,
mercury dihalides and methyl mercury halides.
For the proton magnetic shielding constants in hydrogen
halides, the SO interaction is the dominant relativistic effect.
The SFR term only slightly affects the magnetic shielding
constants, and the picture change effect is not important. The
relativistic effect on the magnetic interaction and the picture
change effect are the dominant source of the heavy atom
shifts of the magnetic shielding constants of the heavy halo-
gens. The effects appear in the total shielding constants
mainly through the sSO.
In the relativistic calculation, it is important to use the
basis functions that are optimized by the relativistic method.
Nonrelativistic basis functions cannot adequately describe
the heavy atom shift induced by the SO interaction. For the
shielding constants for mercury, the relativistic effect on the
magnetic interaction and the picture change effect are quite
important. If we neglect these effects, sSO induced by the SO
interaction of heavy halogens is greatly overestimated. The
HAHA effect of mercury itself comes from the SO interac-
tion of mercury, and the heavy atom shifts of heavy halides
are induced by the SO interaction of halogens. The mecha-
nism of the 199Hg chemical shift in mercury dihalides is the
sSO shift induced by halogens. This mechanism is similar to
that for the 1H chemical shift in hydrogen halides. The
mechanism of the 199Hg chemical shift in methyl mercury
halides originates in negative spara and positive sSO. The
dominant part of sSO is the Fermi contact term. The mecha-
nism is similar to that for the 13C chemical shifts in methyl
halides.
The present method is a good approximation of the four-
component Dirac theory, as verified in this and previous pa-
pers, and can be applied ‘‘seamlessly’’ to the magnetic
shielding constants of various molecules that include any of
the elements in the Periodic Table. The GIAO-FP-QR-GUHF
method can reproduce the NMR chemical shifts of molecules
relatively qualitatively. For more accurate prediction of the
chemical shifts of molecules, we must consider the electron
correlation effect. The present method provides a good start-
ing point for such studies. A relativistic many-body method
for magnetic shielding constants based on the present work is
currently under investigation.
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